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Reduced-Order Model-Based
Feedback Control of Flow Over an
Obstacle Using Center Manifold
Methods
In this paper, we consider a boundary control problem governed by the two-dimensional
Burgers’ equation for a configuration describing convective flow over an obstacle. Flows
over obstacles are important as they arise in many practical applications. Burgers’
equations are also significant as they represent a simpler form of the more general
Navier–Stokes momentum equation describing fluid flow. The aim of the work is to de-
velop a reduced-order boundary control-oriented model for the system with subsequent
nonlinear control law design. The control objective is to drive the full order system to a
desired 2D profile. Reduced-order modeling involves the application of an L2 optimiza-
tion based actuation mode expansion technique for input separation, demonstrating how
one can obtain a reduced-order Galerkin model in which the control inputs appear as
explicit terms. Controller design is based on averaging and center manifold techniques
and is validated with full order numerical simulation. Closed-loop results are compared
to a standard linear quadratic regulator design based on a linearization of the reduced-
order model. The averaging/center manifold based controller design provides smoother
response with less control effort and smaller tracking error. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3023122�
Introduction
Boundary flow control has received significant research atten-

ion during the last decades. Most flow applications modeled by
urgers’ and Navier–Stokes �NS� equations require that actuation
nd sensing be limited to the boundary. Correspondingly, bound-
ry control studies on these equations are of particular interest.
xamples of recent progress in this area include Smaoui �1� who
nalyzed the dynamics of the forced Burgers’ equation subject to
oth Neumann boundary conditions and periodic boundary condi-
ions using boundary and distributed controls. Hinze and Kunisch
2� devised second-order methods for open loop optimal boundary
ontrol problems governed by the nonstationary Navier–Stokes
ystem. Nonlinear boundary control of coupled Burgers’ equations
as studied by Kobayashi and Oya �3�. Park and Lee �4� studied
oundary control of the Navier–Stokes equation by empirical re-
uction of modes. Global stabilization of Burgers’ equation by
oundary control was studied by Kristic �5�, where nonlinear
oundary control laws were derived that achieve global
symptotic stability of both the viscous and the inviscid Burgers’
quation, using both Neumann and Dirichlet boundary control.
amo et al. �6� achieved enhancement of mixing by implementing
oundary control for Navier–Stokes equations describing 2D
hannel flow.

The modeling aspect of the boundary flow control problem has
raditionally focused on very accurate and complex high-order

odels, e.g., discretized flow models with millions of state vari-
bles �7�. For systematic control system design, however, models
f such large dimension are computationally intractable. A means
f obtaining reduced-order control-oriented models is necessary.
ecent research efforts have pursued the development of reduced
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models amenable to boundary flow control. A variety of ap-
proaches have been undertaken, including those based on flow
physics and empirical identifications from experiment. One of the
many examples of the latter includes Kook et al. �8�, who deter-
mined open-loop transfer functions for low-speed flows at several
different flow velocities by observing the response to forcing. As
to the modeling approaches using fluid physics, Rowley et al. �9�
Noack et al. �10� and Rempfer �11� could be listed as a few ex-
amples whom all investigated a common methodology: One first
starts from the infinite dimensional NS equations describing the
evolution of fluid flows. Temporal snapshots of flow behavior are
generated via simulation or experiment. An energy-optimal set of
basis vectors are constructed from the snapshot ensemble via
proper orthogonal decomposition �POD�. The NS equations are
projected onto the space spanned by the POD basis. This proce-
dure is called the Galerkin projection �GP� and yields a finite
dimensional system of differential equations that approximate the
original system dynamics in the energy optimal sense. A reduced-
order system model obtained in this fashion is called a Galerkin
model �GM� and the methodologies used to obtain such model
from the original NS equations is termed model reduction. A de-
tailed description of the POD-GP method can be found in Holmes
et al. �12�. Galerkin models obtained as such have been used
extensively to develop controls for flow applications, including
feedback control of cylinder wakes �10,13,14�, control of cavity
flows �9,15–17�, and optimal control of vortex shedding �18�.

A major difficulty with many reduced-order modeling ap-
proaches, including the POD-GP procedure above, is that the
boundary conditions get absorbed in the model coefficients, and
do not appear explicitly. For this reason, one must find a way to
incorporate the effects of the input into the dynamics. For in-
stance, Hogberg et al. �19� studied convolution kernels to incor-
porate the effect of the forcing input for feedback control and
estimation of linearized Navier–Stokes systems. Camphouse
�20,21� used weakly formed Galerkin projections in combination
with proper orthogonal decomposition to obtain reduced-order
state-space models with explicit boundary control input and ap-

plied the technique to a nonlinear convection feedback control
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roblem. For Burgers’ equations, an approach based on partition-
ng the flow domain into subdomains to make the free boundary
ondition appear as a control input in the reduced-order models
as investigated by Efe and Ozbay �22�. Kasnakouglu et al. �23�

ugmented the POD expansion with actuation modes selected by
olving a particular L2 optimization problem, resulting in
educed-order models where the input appears as an explicit term.

Effective control of the flow over an obstacle has relevance to
any applications in government and industry. Early works by
unt et al. �24� studied flows around free or surface-mounted
bstacles using kinematical theory. More recent studies such as
hose done by Orellano and Wengle �25� utilize direct numerical
imulation �DNS� and large eddy simulation �LES� of manipu-
ated turbulent boundary layer flow over a surface-mounted fence.

odeling and control of vortex shedding and cylinder wakes for
luff body applications also belong to this category �10,13,14,18�.
n this paper, we consider a case study of a boundary flow control
odel problem describing convective flow over an obstacle. The

overning equation for the model is the two-dimensional Burgers’
quation. The case study on the sample problem in this paper will
ddress both reduced-order modeling and nonlinear control de-
ign, with the control objective of driving the system state to a
esired 2D profile. The reduced-order modeling involves the ap-
lication of an L2 optimization-based actuation mode expansion
or input separation developed in our earlier works �23�, demon-
trating how one can obtain a reduced-order Galerkin model in
hich the control inputs appear as explicit terms. Once the

educed-order model is available, two different control design
ethods are employed to achieve the desired objective: �1� A

esign based on averaging and center manifold �CM� techniques
26,27�, and �2� a linear quadratic regulator �LQR� design based
n a linearization of the reduced-order model �21�. While control-
ers resulting from both methods will have the same linear struc-
ure, the averaging/center manifold method is a technique that
oes beyond Jacobian linearization as far as the domain of validity
s concerned. The averaging/center manifold approach is used to
btain a simplified nonlinear model with a structure that can be
xploited for control design. Looking at the reduced dynamics on
he center manifold allows one to cast the control design as a
arameter optimization problem on a nonlinear system with re-
uced dimension. It will be seen through full order simulations
hat, while both controllers achieve the desired objective, the
veraging/center manifold based controller design results in a
moother response, less control effort, and smaller tracking error
ver the problem domain.

Problem Description
The case study considered in this paper is a distributed param-

ter system, which models convective flow over a rectangular
bstacle �21,28�. The choice of a rectangle for the obstacle is
ctually arbitrary and without loss of generality, as at no point in
his paper we shall utilize a procedure that is dependent on this
hape. A reduced-order model of this system will be developed for
eedback control design. Let �1�R2 be the rectangle given by
a ,b�� �c ,d�. Let �2��1 be the rectangular domain given by
a1 ,a2�� �b1 ,b2� where a�a1�a2�b and c�b1�b2�d. The
roblem domain � is given by �=�1 \�2, where �2 is the ob-
tacle. Dirichlet boundary controls are located on the obstacle
ottom and top, denoted by �bottom and �top, respectively. A sche-
atic of the problem geometry is given in Fig. 1. The dynamics of

he system are described by the two-dimensional Burgers’ equa-
ion.

�

�t
q�x,y,t� + � · F�q� =

1

Re
�q�x,y,t� �1�

here t�0 is the temporal variable, and �x ,y� are the coordinates

f a point in �. In Eq. �1�, F�q� has the form
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F�q� = �k1
q2�x,y,t�

2
k2

q2�x,y,t�
2

�T

�2�

where k1 and k2 are non-negative constants. This equation has a
convective nonlinearity like the one found in the Navier–Stokes
momentum equation modeling fluid flow �29�. The quantity Re, a
non-negative constant, is analogous to the Reynolds number in the
Navier–Stokes momentum equation. We will also write Eq. �1� in
compact form as

q̇ = X�q� �3�

where X�q�=−� ·F�q�+Re−1�q. For simplicity, boundary controls
are assumed to be separable. With this assumption, we specify
conditions on the obstacle bottom and top of the form, as follows:

q�x,y,t� = �bottom�t��B�x� for �x,y� � �bottom �4�

q�x,y,t� = �top�t��T�x� for �x,y� � �top �5�

where �bottom�t� and �top�t� are the control inputs on the bottom
and top of the obstacle, respectively. The profile functions �B�x�
and �T�x� describe the spatial influence of the controls on the
boundary. A parabolic inflow condition is specified as follows:

q�x,y,t� = f�y� for �x,y� � �in �6�
At the outflow, a Neumann condition is specified according to the
following relationship:

�

�x
q�x,y,t� = 0 for �x,y� � �out �7�

For notational convenience, the remaining boundary is denoted by
�U. We require that values of q be fixed at zero along �U as time
evolves. The resulting boundary condition is of the form

q�x,y,t� = 0 for �x,y� � �U �8�
The initial condition of the system is given as

q�0,x,y� = qinit�x,y� � L2��� �9�

3 Reduced-Order Modeling
In this paper, the system described in Sec. 2 will serve as a

surrogate to develop control techniques amenable to flow systems.
The first step that we will take toward this goal is model reduc-
tion, which can be justified as follows: For almost any flow con-
trol configuration, there are two fundamental obstacles that lead
one to reduce the size of the system beforehand. The first is that
the governing equations for flow systems are infinite dimensional
distributed parameter systems such as Navier–Stokes or Burgers’
equations. While in theory it is possible to develop a theoretical
controller for that distributed parameter system and then discretize
the control, this problem is, in general, extremely difficult, if not
impossible, for such complicated partial differential equations
�PDEs�. An alternative approach would be to discretize the system
and then develop a “full-order” controller from the discretized
system, followed by an order reduction of the full order controller.
This approach is also very difficult if not impossible to realize for
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Fig. 1 Geometry of the problem
most fluid systems, as a typical discretized flow model describes
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housand to millions of state variables. For a system this large,
alculating a full order controller from the full order discretized
odel will almost always be computationally intractable. These

wo obstacles together force one to reduce the system order prior
o developing the control law. As we are using the model problem
s a surrogate for “real” flow systems, we are limiting ourselves to
pproaches that would actually lend themselves to those kinds of
ystems. While developing a full order controller is clearly not
ne of these approaches, developing a controller based on a re-
uced order model would definitely qualify, and hence, it is direc-
ion that will be investigated in this paper.

In this section, we will first provide a brief summary of the
lassical POD/GP approach to reduced-order modeling of flow
ystems, and then apply an L2 optimization method for input
eparation, as proposed in Ref. �23�.

3.1 Classical POD/GP Based Modeling. Let H be a real Hil-
ert space with inner product �· , · � :H�H→R. Throughout the
aper, we will focus our attention to H=L2�� ,R� with the stan-
ard inner product �h1 ,h2�=		�x,y���h1�x ,y�h2�x ,y�dxdy for

1 ,h2�L2, although the results apply to other Hilbert spaces as
ell. Let q :��R+→R, q�· , · , t��H, q�x ,y , · ��Ck and k�N.
et qk�x ,y�=q�x ,y , tk� be a snapshot taken at time tk and let

qk�k=1
M �H be an ensemble of M �N snapshots collected at times

tk�k=1
M . Let q0ªE�qj� where E is a linear averaging operation

�qj�=M−1�i=1
M wjqj for given weights wj �0. From the snapshots

qk�1
M, the POD procedure is used to obtain a set of POD modes

	i�1
N�H and a set of modal coefficients 
ai�1

N�R so that2

q�x,y,t�  q0 + �
i=1

N

ai�t�
i�x,y� �10�

dynamical system that approximates the flow dynamics can be
btained by Galerkin projection as ṙ=XS�r�, where rªq0+aj	 j

S, and Sªq0+span
	1 , . . . ,	N�. Simplification yields the fol-
owing set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations �ODEs�:

ȧk = �X�r�,
k�, k = 1, . . . ,N �11�

etails of the modeling process summarized above can be found
n Refs. �9,12�. Note that, at this stage, the effect of actuation is
till embedded in the coefficients of the Galerkin system and does
ot appear explicitly in Eq. �11�. We will remedy this situation in
ec. 3.2.

3.2 Input Separation Through L2 Optimization. The input
eparation method applied in this work relies on an expansion of
he flow field in terms of baseline POD modes and actuation
odes. The baseline modes 	i are extracted from the unactuated
ow using a standard POD procedure as described in Sec. 3.1. As
ill be explained in more details in Sec. 3.3, since the inlet will be

reated as a pseudoinput for modeling purposes, the unactuated
ow means that the flow value at the top and bottom of the ob-
tacle, as well as that at the inlet is set to zero. An innovation flow
eld is defined as q̃�x ,y , t�ªq�x ,y , t�− PSq�x ,y , t�, where Sªq0
span
	i� and PS is the projection operator onto S. Forced flow

napshots are projected onto the span of the baseline POD modes
o obtain the portion of the controlled flow that is recovered by S,
hereas the innovation yields the information, which is not cap-

ured by S and is due to the effect of the actuation. Next, the
ctuation modes are built from the innovations using the approach
escribed below.

For simplicity, let us first assume that we only use a single
calar input �. For our sample problem, this corresponds to using
nly one of the inputs available, say, �top. We then consider an
xpansion of the form

2Whenever convenient, we will use Einstein notation to omit summation signs

nd write q�xy , t�q0+ai�t�	i�x ,y� in place of Eq. �10�.
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q  q0 + �
i=1

N

ai
i + �� �12�

where the actuation mode � is to be chosen so as to minimize the
energy not captured by such an expansion. An optimization prob-
lem on the Hilbert space H can be defined as finding �*

=arg min��H J���, where J���ªE��q̃k−�k��2�. The element �*

�H will be chosen as the actuation mode. The squared norm of
the velocity represents the energy contained in the flow. There-
fore, among all augmented POD expansions in the form given in
Eq. �12� where the input � directly appears as the coefficient of �,
the choice �=�* is optimal, in the sense that the energy not cap-
tured by this expansion achieves its minimum for �=�*. The
theorem below summarizes the main result.

Theorem 3.1

1. The minimum value of the function J is achieved at �*

=E��kq̃k� /E���k�2�.
2. �*�H.
3. �*�	i for i=1, . . . ,N.

Proof. See the Appendix.
The Galerkin model obtained by substituting Eq. �12� into Eq.

�11� has the form

ȧi = Ci + Likak + Lin,i� + Qijkakaj + Qain,ikak� + Qin,i�
2

The procedure outlined extends easily for systems with additional
inputs. Starting with the simplest case where only two inputs �1
and �2 are available, given an ensemble of actuated flows

qk�1

M �H and an ensemble of actuation values 
�1k�1
M �R and


�2k�1
M �R, one obtains the actuation mode �1 for the input �1

using the same procedure described above, that is,

�1 = arg min
��H

E��q̃k − �1k���

Now let us define

q̆k ª qk − PS1
qk

where S1ªspan
	1 , . . . ,	N ,�1�. One can now use the same pro-
cedure described above with q̆ replacing q to obtain an actuation
mode for �2 as

�2 = arg min
��H

E��q̆k − �2k���

with �2�S1. This yields an actuated POD expansion of the form

q = q0 + �
i=1

N

ai
i + �1�1 + �2�2

It is possible to extend the procedure as many times as needed if
there are additional inputs. If one has, say Nin inputs, then it is
possible to obtain an expansion of the form

q = q0 + �
i=1

N

ai
i + �
i=1

Nin

�i�i

The Galerkin system corresponding to the above expansion will
be of the form

ȧi = Ci + Likak + Lin,ik�k + Qijkakaj + Qain,ijkak� j + Qin,ijk�k� j

�13�

which can be expressed in compact form as

ȧ = C + La + Lin� + Q�a,a� + Qain�a,�� + Qin��,�� �14�

where C is constant, L and Lin are linear, and Q, Qin, and Qain are
quadratic in their arguments. The initial condition a0 for the re-

duced order model is obtained as
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a0 = PSqinit

3.3 Application to the Model Problem. The methodology
resented in Sec. 3.2 is used to obtain a reduced-order model for
he problem described in Sec. 2. In addition to analytical deriva-
ions, we will also provide numerical simulation results in paral-
el. Throughout this paper, for numerical simulations a positive
arabolic profile with unit maximum amplitude is specified for the
nlet condition in boundary condition �6�, as shown in Fig. 2. In
q. �2�, we set k1=1 and k2=0 in order to obtain solutions that
onvect from left to right for the positive inlet. In addition, we set
e=300. Parameters for the problem domain � are specified as
=0, b=0.99, c=0, d=0.48, a1=0.15, a2=0.24, b1=0.15, b2
0.33, and the problem domain is discretized, resulting in a uni-

orm grid with spatial step-size h=0.015. We utilize the finite
ifference scheme in Refs. �21,28� to solve the model problem
umerically with a semidiscrete Runge–Kutta algorithm.

The first step of the modeling process is to build a baseline
odel from baseline snapshots. We will define the baseline con-

itions as the those where the control inputs as well as the inlet
ow vanish. Note that the inlet flow is not an actual control input.
owever, to improve accuracy of the reduced-model, we regard it

s a pseudoinput, denoted by �inlet. The inlet flow is present for
inlet=1 and vanishes for �inlet=0. Figure 3 shows the snapshots of

he solution of the system �1� under no forcing and no inlet. The
nitial condition is shown in the upper left plot. The lower right
lot is of the steady state solution. Figure 4 is a plot of baseline
odes constructed from the baseline snapshot ensemble. The

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

y

f(
y)

Fig. 2 Inlet condition on the left boundary of the domain
Fig. 3 Flow with no inlet and no excitation
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number of baseline modes taken is four, corresponding to N=4 in
the baseline POD expansion. This value is a good compromise
between the amount of energy captured �99.8564%� and the com-
plexity of the reduced-order model. Higher values of N result in
higher-order models that capture more energy, but these models
are less tractable from a control design perspective. In addition to
the baseline modes, actuation modes are obtained using actuated
snapshots of the system. Figures 5–7 show the system under ac-
tuation at the inlet, at the inlet and top of the obstacle, and at the
inlet and bottom of the obstacle, respectively. When present, the
actuation signal applied from the top or bottom of the obstacle is
shown in Fig. 8. Snapshots from these flow conditions are used to
build the actuation modes �inlet, �top, and �bottom, which are shown
in Fig. 9. Following the procedure outlined in Sec. 3, one obtains
the Galerkin system for Eq. �1� having the form in Eq. �13� where
�= ��top�bottom�inlet�T and

Ci ª �− k1q0
�

�x
q0 − k2q0

�

�y
q0 + �� �2

�x2q0 +
�2

�y2q0�,
i�
Qain,ijk ª �− k1
 j

�

�x
�k − k2
 j

�

�y
�k − k1� j

�

�x

k − k2� j

�

�y

k,
i�

Qin,ijk ª �− k1� j
�

�x
�k − k2� j

�

�y
�k,
i�

Fig. 4 Baseline POD modes
Fig. 5 Flow with excitation at the inlet
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Lin,ik ª �− k1q0
�

�x
�k − k2q0

�

�y
�k − k1�k

�

�x
q0 − k2�k

�

�y
q0

+ �� �2

�y2�k +
�2

�x2�k�,
i�
Qijk ª �− k1
 j

�

�x

k − k2
 j

�

�y

k,
i�

Fig. 6 Flow with excitation at the inlet and at the top

Fig. 7 Flow with excitation at the inlet and at the bottom
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Fig. 8 Excitation signal for system identification
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Lik ª �− k1
k
�

�x
q0 − k2
k

�

�y
q0 + �� �2

�y2
k +
�2

�x2
k� − k1q0
�

�x

k

− k2q0
�

�y

k,
i�

As a test of the ability of the Galerkin model to represent the
full order system, consider the excitation shown in Fig. 10 applied
from the top and bottom of the obstacle. The results from this
excitation are shown in Fig. 11. In Fig. 12, the response of the
Galerkin system is compared to modal coefficient values obtained
by projecting actuated snapshots onto the reduced basis. Figure 13
shows the flow reconstructed as q=q0+ai	i+�inlet�inlet+�top�top
+�bottom�bottom using the the modal coefficients ai obtained the
reduced-order model. By examining these figures, one sees that
the reduced-order Galerkin model response captures the qualita-
tive behavior of the projected values with good quantitative agree-
ment. As discussed above, increasing N results in a high-order
model with better quantitative performance. However, this would
make the control design more involved and is therefore undesir-
able. We emphasize here that the aim of this work is to develop a
reduced-order system model suitable for nonlinear control design
methods. Good control design results in controllers robust enough

Fig. 9 Actuation modes
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Fig. 10 Excitation signal for model validation
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o compensate for reasonable inaccuracies in the reduced model.
s a result, we deem the accuracy illustrated in Fig. 12 to be

atisfactory for our objectives.

Control Design
In this section, a control law will be designed on the basis of the

educed-order model derived in Sec. 3.3. We will employ two
ifferent approaches: �1� A design based on averaging and center

ig. 11 Flow with test excitation signal applied to top and
ottom
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ig. 12 Response of Galerkin system „blue/dark… versus
odal coefficients from direct projection „green/light…
Fig. 13 Reconstruction of the test flow in Fig. 11
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manifold techniques �26,27� and �2� LQR design based on the
linearization of the model �21�. For the control objective, we
specify a fixed 2D reference profile qd and design a controller to
drive the trajectories of the systems to this profile. The profile
reference is chosen to be a nonequilibrium state of the system in
absence of an appropriate control action. Projecting qd onto the
baseline POD basis yields the reference modal coefficients ad

= �adi
�i=1
N for the reduced-order model, that is,

ad = PSqd

As the reference is selected so that there exists a �d such that

C + Lad + Lin�d + Q�ad,ad� + Qin��d,�d� + Qain�ad,�d� = 0

�15�

one can define a shift of coordinates ã=a−ad, �̃=�−�d, which
yields

ȧ̃ = L̃ã + Q�ã, ã� + L̃in�̃ + Qin��̃,�̃� + Qain�ã,�̃� �16�
where

L̃ = L + Q�· ,ad� + Q�ad, · � + Qain�· ,�d�

L̃in = Lin + Qin��d, · � + Qin�· ,�d� + Qain�ad, · �

For �̃=0, i.e., �=�d, system �16� has an equilibrium at ã=0,
which corresponds the desired state. We also eliminate �inlet at this
stage as it was a pseudoinput introduced for modeling purposes
only. Under normal operation, we have �inlet=1 �i.e., �̃inlet=0�
hence substitution into Eq. �16� yields a system of the same struc-
ture, with the corresponding dimensions of the matrices reduced
by one. To keep the notation simple and avoid clutter, we will not
introduce new names for these, but it will be understood from this
point on that when referring to Eq. �16� we mean �
= ��top �bottom�T and �̃= ��̃top �̃bottom�T.

For the numerical simulation, one sees that the system �16� has

an unstable equilibrium, as the eigenvalues of L̃ turn out to be

−1.4476−1.2619i ,−1.4476+1.2619i ,0.3360,−0.1690�. The task
is to stabilize the equilibrium with a domain of attraction large
enough to include initial conditions of interest.

Remark 4.1. Note that for our system we have two controls, �top
and �bottom, which can only arbitrarily assign two points. The 2D
profile qd to which we are attempting to drive the system through
the controls contains an infinite number of points to assign, and
the problem is therefore not feasible in general. The feasibility of
the control objective is assured by the fact that the selected profile
is within the reach of the augmented modes, i.e., qd
�span
	i ,�i�, so that there exists a value of the control �d that
satisfies Eq. �15�. Thus, there exists a value of the control that can
maintain the system state at ad, which corresponds to the desired
2D profile qd.

4.1 Control Design Based on Averaging/Center Manifold
Reduction. The first approach to control design is based on
phase-averaging and center manifold theory developed in Refs.
�26,27�, strongly inspired by the work of Noack et al. �10�, Aamo
and Krstic �30�, Noack et al. �31�, and Tadmor et al. �32� on
suppression of cylinder wake instability. The proposed technique
provides a means to reducing the Galerkin model Eq. �16� even
further by looking at the behavior of an averaged system corre-
sponding to Eq. �16�, which evolves on a lower-dimensional sub-
manifold of the state space and which exhibits useful symmetries
in its structure. Phase-averaging is used here as a means of ob-
taining a Poincare’ normal form of the closed-loop system under
linear feedback �33,34�. The resulting normal form has the struc-
ture of a family of dynamical systems parametrized by the feed-
back gain. The structure of the parameter-dependent normal form
allows further simplification, achieved by looking at the behavior

of the dynamics on a locally attractive manifold called the center
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anifold, which is described by only one coordinate. Here, we
ill provide a brief summary of the procedure for constructing the

implified reduced-order model, and refer the interested reader to
efs. �26,27�.
As noted in Sec. 4, the eigenvalues of L̃ are of the form

pec�L̃�= 
−+ j� ,−− j� ,�1 ,−�2� where �0, ��0, �1 ,�2
0. Using a nonsingular transformation, the system in Eq. �16�

an be expressed in modal form as

�̇ = F1� + 	1��,�� + G1� + �1��,�,��
�17�

� = F2� + 	2��,�� + G2� + �2��,�,��

here

� = ��1

�2
�, � = ��1

�2
�, F1 = �−  − �

� − 
�, F2 = ��1 0

0 − �2
�

1, G2�R2�2, and 
1, �1, 
2, �2 are continuously differentiable
unctions, which vanish at the origin together with their first de-
ivatives. We will look for a control of the form �=K col�� ,��,
here col�� ,��= ��T�T�T. Substituting this into Eq. �17� yields

�̇ = F1� + 	1��,�� + G1K col��,�� + �1��,�,K col��,���

ª f���,�,K�
�18�

�̇ = F2� + 	2��,�� + G2K col��,�� + �2��,�,K col��,���

ª f���,�,K�

he approach that will be employed here involves the determina-
ion of a set of conditions on the gains K so as to achieve the
esired stabilization, and then set up a numerical optimization to
nd a set of gains that satisfy these criteria.
First, it will be required that the control does not alter the struc-

ure of the eigenvalue spectrum, i.e., the closed loop system will
e assumed to have a spectrum of the form 
−m+ j�m,
m− j�m ,−�m1 ,−�m2� where m ,�m ,�m1 ,�m2�0. Respecting

he original eigenvalue structure of the system, even in closed-
oop, is important for preserving the domain of validity of
educed-order flow models, as discussed in depth in Refs. �26,27�.
ransforming Eq. �18� into modal form gives

�̇m = Fm1�K��m + 	m1��m,�m,K�
�19�

�̇m = Fm2�K��m + 	m2��m,�m,K�

here �m=� �m1

�m2
�, �m=� �m1

�m2
�,

Fm1�K� = �− m − �m

�m − m
�, Fm2�K� = �− �m1 0

0 − �m2
�

ollowing Eq. �10�, we define a change in coordinates param-
trized by a dummy variable �� �0,2�� described as ��

R����m, where

R��� = � cos � sin �

− sin � cos �
�

sing the above transformation and differentiating with respect to
ime, one obtains

�̇� = R���f��RT�����,�m,K� ¬ f�
���,��,�m,K�

�20�
�̇m = f��RT�����,�m,K� ¬ f�

���,��,�m,K�

veraging over �� �0,2��, the following averaged system with

tates col��̄� , �̄�� is obtained �10� by

�̇̄� =
1

2�
�2�

f�
���,�̄�, �̄�,K�d� ¬ f�,avg

� ��̄�, �̄�,K�

0
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�̇̄� =
1

2�
�

0

2�

f�
���,�̄�, �̄�,K�d� ¬ f�,avg

� ��̄�, �̄�,K� .

From this point on, for ease of notation, we will drop the bars and
superscripts � from the variables �, �, , �, and �. More pre-

cisely, from now on �̄� will be denoted by �, �̄� by �, f�,avg
� by

f�,avg, and f�,avg
� by f�,avg. The averaged system is then written as

�̇ = f�,avg��,�,K�
�21�

�̇ = f�,avg��,�,K�

Converting the averaged system above into polar coordinates, i.e.,
�=��1

2+�2
2 and �=arctan��2 /�1�, and viewing the constant m as

a state with trivial dynamics, one can write

�̇m

�̇
� = �0 0

0 0
��m

�
� + � 0

	12�m,�,�,K� �
�22���̇1

�̇2

� = Fm2�K���1

�2
� + �	21�m,�,�,K�

	22�m,�,�,K� �
where 
12 and 
2= �
21 
22�T collect the nonlinear terms in Eq.
�22� and 
12�0,0 ,0 ,K�=0 and 
2�0,0 ,0 ,K�=0 for any K.

Remark 4.2. The dynamics of � in Eq. �22� is actually of the
form �̇=−m�+. . .. Looking at m as a state renders the term
−m� a nonlinear function of the state variables, therefore it is
collected in 
12. This makes it possible to view m and � as center
states and thus apply the center manifold theory �35�.

Remark 4.3. Note that none of the state dynamics in Eq. �22�
depend on �. Therefore the dynamics of the state variable � are
immaterial as far as the stabilization of system �22�is concerned.

Recall that the gains K are selected such that Fm2 is Hurwitz, so
this partitions the system in Eq. �22� into center states m and �,
and stable states �1 and �2. This allows one to perform an analysis
of the system �22� on a center manifold, which is guaranteed to
exist per center manifold theory �35�. The center manifold is an

invariant manifold of the form �= �̄�m ,��, where �̄= ��̄1�̄2�T, sat-
isfying

��̄i

��
	12�m,�, �̄�m,��,K� = − �mi�i�m,�� + 	2i�m,�,�i�m,��,K�

�23�

for i=1,2, to which the dynamics of the system �22� will be
locally attracted. The differential equations in Eq. �23� cannot be
solved directly, so one needs to look for an approximation of the
form

�̄i��,m� = ci,1�K�m
2 + ci,2�K�m� + ci,3�K��2 + O��3� �24�

for i=1,2. One then substitutes Eq. �24� into Eq. �23� and solves
for the coefficients. Then substituting Eq. �24� into Eq. �22� gives
the system dynamics on the approximate center manifold, which
is of the form

�̇ = �d1�K� + d2�K�� + d3�K��2�� �25�

where parameters di depend on parameters ci,j in Eq. �24�.
Remark 4.4. It will be useful at this point to restate how the

final reduced-order system in Eq. �25� is theoretically related to
the full-order Galerkin system in modal form in Eq. �17�. The first
step of the reduction process is averaging, as a result of which Eq.
�17� is reduced to the averaged system �21�. The process is based
on the averaging theory, which guarantees the existence of a
neighborhood around the origin in which the trajectories of the
original system �17� are arbitrarily close to that of the averaged
system �21�. The second step of the reduction process is center

manifold reduction, as a result of which the averaged system �21�
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s reduced to the system on the center manifold �25�. The process
s based on the center manifold theory, which guarantees the ex-
stence and invariance of such a manifold, and that the trajectories
f the system �21� will be locally attracted to the trajectories of the
orresponding system on the center manifold, namely, system
25�. To summarize, the trajectories of the Galerkin system �17�
re locally close to that of the averaged system �21�, and the
rajectories of the averaged system �21� are locally close to that of
he system on the center manifold �25�. Joining these two results,
ne can conclude that there exists a neighborhood in which the
tability properties of the Galerkin system �17� are preserved in
his neighborhood for the final reduced-order system on the center

anifold in Eq. �25�. Therefore, provided that one is not too ag-
ressive with the control design and stays in this neighborhood,
esigning a control based on system �25� and then applying it to
he full-order Galerkin system in Eq. �17� is a theoretically valid
pproach. Detailed mathematical derivations as to how these the-
retical links between the models are established precisely could
ot be given in this paper due to space limitations and to avoid
epetition with our previous works; the interested reader is re-
erred to Refs. �26,27�.

Explicit expressions for the parameters in the above derivations
re complicated and difficult to analyze analytically, so a numeri-
al search problem over the range Kij � �−150,150� for i=1,2j
1, . . . ,4 is implemented to select proper values for K to satisfy

he following criteria.

1. The original eigenvalue structure of the system is respected
in closed-loop, i.e., the gains K must be chosen such that the
closed-loop spectrum is of the form 
−m+ j�m,
−m− j�m ,−�m1 ,−�m2� where m ,�m ,�m1 ,�m2�0.

2. The center manifold needs to be attractive for ��Z and �
�D for some given domains Z and D that include the initial
conditions of interest. More precisely, we define the off-

manifold distance as �̃ª�− �̄�m ,��. Differentiating yields
the off-manifold dynamics which has the form

�̇̃ = Fm2�K��̃ + 	3�m,�, �̃,K� �26�

for which �̃=0 is an equilibrium as the center manifold is
invariant, and 
3 collects nonlinear terms. We define a can-
didate Lyapunov function as

V ª �̃TP�̃ �27�

where P= PT�0 is the solution to the Lyapunov equation
PFm2

T +Fm2P=−I. This choice for P is the one that maxi-
mizes the estimate for the domain of attraction �36�. Differ-

entiating Eq. �27� yields the time derivative V̇ of the form

V̇ = 2�̃TPFm2�K��̃ + 2�̃TP	3�m,�, �̃,K� �28�

To achieve convergence of trajectories to the manifold, one

then needs to have V̇�0 for ��D and �̃�Z, where Z needs
to be large enough to include a level set of V containing the

value of �̃�0� corresponding to the initial condition of inter-
est.

3. The center manifold dynamics needs to be such that � con-
verges to zero on the manifold, for ��D. Consider the on-
manifold dynamics in Eq. �25�. We define a candidate
Lyapunov function as

V ª �2 �29�

nd differentiate to get

˙ 2 2
V = 2� �d1�K� + d2�K�� + d3�K�� � �30�

11011-8 / Vol. 131, JANUARY 2009
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To achieve convergence of � to 0, once the trajectories of the
system are close to the center manifold, one needs to have the

condition V̇�0 satisfied for all ��D, where the set D must be
large enough to contain the value of ��0� corresponding to the
initial condition of interest. Since in Eq. �30� the term 2�2 is

non-negative, the condition V̇�0 is equivalent to having �d1�K�
+d2�K��+d3�K��2��0 for all ��D.

Remark 4.5. The first item above, i.e., the problem of maintain-
ing of the eigenvalue structure, can actually be considered at the
level of the linearization of Eq. �17�. The reason why we have
grouped it together with all the other criteria is that it is much
more efficient to implement a one-step numerical search for K to
satisfy all the criteria at once. A two step-search procedure where
we first determine a value for K that keeps the eigenvalue struc-
ture, and then check if it satisfies the other two criteria, and keep
iterating back and forth would be much more time consuming and
computationally intensive.

In the numerical implementation of the algorithm, initialization
of the search from a randomly selected value K0 such that K0ij
� �−150,150� for i=1,2j=1, . . . ,4, yielded a successful termina-
tion at

K = �0.0297 37.0349 − 39.4230 37.0349

0.0297 37.0349 − 39.4230 37.0349
�

which satisfies all the required criteria. Figure 14 shows a plot of
the on-manifold dynamics �̇ versus � for the gains above. The
value of � corresponding to our initial point of interest is also
marked on the plot. It can be seen that the gains render �̇�0 for
� in the domain D= �0,0.5�, which includes the value of � of
interest. Figure 15 shows the Lyapunov function �27� for the off-

manifold behavior, where �̃ is in the domain Z= �−0.4,0.4�
��−0.4,0.4�, which includes the value of �̃ corresponding to the
initial condition and some level sets containing it. Figure 16
shows the derivative of V for some values of � in D. It can be seen

that V̇ is negative for �̃�Z and ��D. Figure 17 shows the appli-
cation of the controller resulting from these gains to the nonlinear
Galerkin system in Eq. �16�. It can be seen that the desired stabi-
lization is achieved for this controller. The control is then tested in
the full-order Burgers’ simulation, which is shown Fig. 18. The
control input signals applied are shown in Fig. 19. Also, Fig. 20
shows a comparison of the desired state, final state, and the abso-
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Fig. 14 �̇ versus � for the on-manifold dynamics. The star de-
notes the value of �„0… corresponding to the given initial
condition.
lute error between the two. It can be seen that the averaging/center
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anifold based design achieves the desired regulation with very
mall error for the most part of the domain.

4.2 (LQR) Control Design Based on Linearization. In this
ection, a linearization-based LQR controller will be developed
or comparison purposes. A similar linearization/LQR design on
he model problem was utilized in Ref. �21� on weak formulation
ased reduced-order models. While LQR design based on linear-
zation is not a new approach, our purpose in presenting it is to
rovide a means to evaluate the novel averaging/CM method ap-
roach just presented. Recall that averaging/CM method achieves
ontrol design through a nonlinear analysis, utilizing averaging
heory and center manifold theory. As indicated in Remark 4.4,
oth of these are local theories and therefore the results obtained
re local in nature as well. One may therefore question if it is
orth going through the trouble of carrying out the relatively

omplicated steps of the averaging/CM method, while another
ocal technique, namely, the linearization/LQR method, provides
n easier and a more standard implementation. To answer this
uestion, we implement the linearization/LQR method to obtain
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numerical simulations on Galerkin models and CFD simulations
on full-order Burgers’ models and compare these results with
those obtained earlier for the averaging/CM method.

For the linearization/LQR design, we start with the linearization
of the system �16�, which is
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Fig. 17 Modal coefficients a„t… of the closed-loop system with
control derived from averaging/center manifold theory

Fig. 18 Averaging/center manifold-based control applied to
full order Burgers’ CFD
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Fig. 19 Control signals for averaging/center manifold-based

control
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ȧ̃ = L̃ã + L̃in�̃

lassical LQR control attempts to design a control law of the
orm �̃=−Kã, where K is selected to minimize the objective func-
ion

J��̃� =�
0

�

�aTQa + �̃TR�̃�dt �31�

espite numerous trials with many different values for the weigh-
ng parameters Q and R, it was not possible to obtain a controller
hat achieves stabilization starting from the desired initial condi-
ion a0, when the control was applied to the nonlinear Galerkin
ystem in Eq. �16�. For this reason, a modification of the standard
QR approach was used, as proposed in Refs. �21,37�. This ap-
roach tries to minimize a modified objective function of the form

J��̃� =�
0

�

�aTQa + �̃TR�̃�e2�tdt �32�

here ��0 is an additional parameter to be selected. After a
umber of trials with different values for �, Q, and R, the best
esults were obtained for �=0.1, Q=2500I4, and R= I2. The re-
ulting controller is of the form �̃=−Kã with

K = �− 27.9149 117.1223 50.2110 − 52.4688

− 27.9159 117.1197 50.2104 − 52.4673
�

igure 21 shows the result of the implementation of this control
aw on the nonlinear Galerkin system �16�. It can be seen that
ontrol achieves the desired stabilization, but the response is not
s smooth and nice compared to the the response obtained using
he averaging/center manifold controller in Fig. 17. The control is
lso implemented in the full order Burgers’ CFD simulation,
hich is shown Fig. 22. The control input signals applied are

hown in Fig. 23. Figure 24 shows a comparison of the desired
tate, final state, and the absolute error between the two. It can be
een that the control achieves the regulation with small error for
he most part of the domain. However, the control effort is higher
ompared to that of the averaging/center manifold controller �see
ig. 19�, and for the parts of the domain where the error is visible,

ts value is notably higher than the averaging/center manifold case
see Fig. 20�.

Remark 4.6. Note that for both averaging/CM and linearization/
QR approaches, the control law has a linear structure. One may,

herefore, wonder what would happen if we used a control law
ith nonlinear terms. Such an approach was actually considered

n Refs. �26,27�, where the problem of reducing oscillations in-
uced by air flow over a shallow cavity were attacked using

ig. 20 Final state, reference profile, and absolute error for
veraging/center manifold-based control
veraging/CM methods for control laws that are purely nonlinear,
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i.e., have no linear part at all. In these problems, total suppression
of oscillations is not physically realistic but only a reduction in
amplitude is possible. One, therefore, always operates far away
from the equilibrium point, hence the use of purely nonlinear
control laws. For the particular problem at hand, it may certainly
be of benefit for the control law to have a nonlinear part, which is
something that we plan on investigating as part of our future
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Fig. 21 Modal coefficients a„t… of the closed-loop system with
LQR control

Fig. 22 LQR control applied to full order Burgers’ CFD
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Fig. 23 Control signals for LQR control
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Downloa
orks. There is, however, one advantage of using a linear control
aw, which is to provide a better comparison with the standard
inearization based LQR approach. When the control laws are of
he same kind, i.e., �=Kã, the better performance achieved by the
rst controller can directly be attributed to the averaging/CM

echniques, and not to the additional degree of freedom or the
resence of alternative terms. Although both the averaging/CM
nd linearization based methods are local and design a controller
ith the same structure, the analysis through averaging/CM is

omewhat “less local” as it attempts to incorporate the nonlineari-
ies into the reduced model, whereas the linearization method sim-
ly ignores them.

Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we studied a sample boundary control problem,

overned by the two-dimensional Burgers’ equation, describing
onvective flow over an obstacle. A reduced-order model was
uilt based on a POD expansion consisting of baseline modes and
ctuation modes, where the former were built using unactuated
napshots and the latter were built in an energy optimal fashion
sing innovation vectors, which represent the flow not captured by
he baseline space. This was followed by a controller design with
he control objective of driving the system state to a desired 2D
rofile. The controller design was based on an analysis using av-
raging theory and center manifold theory to further simplify the
ystem and reveal more structure. From this analysis, certain con-
itions for the controller gains to satisfy were derived, and a nu-
erical search problem was set up and numerically solved. For

omparison, a standard LQR design based on the linearization of
he reduced-order model was implemented and tested. It was seen
hrough full order simulations that while both controllers achieve
he desired objective, the averaging/center manifold based con-
roller design results in a smoother response with less control
ffort and smaller tracking error over the problem domain.

We believe that the importance and contribution of this work is
hat it provides a complete reduced-order modeling and subse-
uent nonlinear control design approach for a general class of
istributed parameter model problem with control actuation at the
oundary of the spatial domain. The development of order reduc-
ion methods and nonlinear control techniques for boundary con-
rol configurations is an open problem. This work proposes a way
o address some of the issues in that regard, at least as far as
educed-order model-based control is concerned. The approaches
o reduced-order modeling and control design proposed in this
ork presents advantages over their classical counterparts. For the
2 optimization method used in modeling, the advantage is that

he input is rendered as an explicit term in the reduced-order
odel in an optimal sense, that is, by minimizing the energy ne-

ig. 24 Final state, reference profile, and absolute error for
QR control
lected by the augmented POD expansion. This is an improve-

ournal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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ment over standard POD/GP reduced-order modeling methods, as
in those cases the input remains embedded into the systems coef-
ficients. It also constitutes an improvement over other input sepa-
ration methods, such as the weak formulation method that was
used in earlier works for this problem. Boundary input separation
methods based on a weak formulation of the Galerkin projection
rely on finely partitioned data near the control input in order to
accurately approximate boundary derivatives and make boundary
control inputs explicit. These approaches may not lend themselves
easily to order reduction using experimental data as grid reso-
lution near the boundary is difficult to refine in experiment. The
L2 optimization method captures the boundary control input indi-
rectly and lends itself easily to both computational and experi-
mental order reduction approaches. As far as the control strategy
is concerned, the averaging/center manifold-based design offers
the advantage that the system is reduced to a single state system
on a center manifold, which is much easier to analyze and control
than the original Galerkin model. This simplification still captures
more characteristics of the original system as compared to simple
linearization. This was seen from the comparison of the control
designed by this method and that designed by linearization fol-
lowed by LQR, where it was observed that the overall error was
less for the averaging/center manifold case while requiring less
control power. It is hoped that the presentation of the entire pro-
cess from reduced modeling suitable for boundary actuation to
subsequent nonlinear control design for the distributed parameter
model problem discussed in this paper may provide better insight
to leverage these methods for application in other flow control
problems as well. As an example, future research directions in-
clude the implementation of these methods to reduce or eliminate
flow separation over an airfoil with a simply hinged flap. These
methods are also currently being utilized to reduce optical beam
distortion due to turbulent fluid flow for an aero-optic application.
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Appendix: Proof of Theorem 3.1
The proof of Theorem 3.1 was given in detail in Ref. �23� and

is repeated here for convenience of the reader.
Theorem. Let J���ªE��q̃k−�k��2�. Then,

1. The minimum value of the function J is achieved at �*

=E��kq̃k� /E���k�2�.
2. �*�H.
3. �*�	i for i=1, . . . ,N.

Proof

1. Note that

J��� = E��q̃k�2 − 2�k�q̃k,�� + ��k�2���2�

Since J is quadratic in � with a positive leading coefficient,
it has a unique minimum. Computing the first variation of J
with respect to ��H yields

� d

d�
�

�=0
J�� + ��� = � d

d�
�

�=0
E��q̃k�2 − 2�k�q̃k,� + ���

+ �k
2�� + ���2� = �E�− 2�kq̃k + 2�k

2��,��

For � to be an extremum of J, its first variation must vanish
∀��H. Therefore, E�−2�kq̃k+2�k

2�*�=0 and thus, by lin-
earity of E, �*=E��kq̃k� /E��k

2�.
2. The fact that �*�H follows from the fact that E is linear,

˜ 2
�kuk�H, and E���k� ��R.
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3. To show that �*�	i for i=1, . . . ,N, first note that q̃k�S for
all k=1, . . . ,N. For any i and k,

�q̃k,
i� = �q − PSq,
i� =�q − �
j=1

n

�q,
 j�
 j,
i� = �q,
i�

− �
j=1

n

�q,
 j��
 j,
i� = 0

hen, for any i, using the above result, the linearity of E and the
inearity of the inner product, one obtains

��*,
i� = �E��kq̃k�
E��k

2�
,
i� =

E��k�q̃k,
i��
E��k

2�
= 0

herefore, it follows that �*�S.
�
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